1. Introduction {#sec1-ijms-21-02898}
===============

Dendritic cells (DCs) play a key role in antitumor immune responses due to their ability to present tumor antigens to naive T cells, as well as to induce generation of cytotoxic CD8+ T lymphocytes \[[@B1-ijms-21-02898],[@B2-ijms-21-02898]\]. In the past 20 years, in addition to antigen-presenting function and the ability to stimulate immune responses, DCs have been shown to exhibit cytotoxic activity in that they can directly cause tumor cell death via granule- and death receptor-mediated mechanisms \[[@B3-ijms-21-02898],[@B4-ijms-21-02898]\]. The former mechanism is associated with the release of perforin and granzyme B cytotoxic mediators from lytic granules of DCs \[[@B5-ijms-21-02898],[@B6-ijms-21-02898],[@B7-ijms-21-02898]\]. The latter pathway involves the expression of cytotoxic molecules belonging to the tumor necrosis factor family (TNFα, FasL, TRAIL, etc.) on the DC surface, which trigger target tumor cell death by binding to relevant receptors \[[@B3-ijms-21-02898],[@B5-ijms-21-02898],[@B8-ijms-21-02898],[@B9-ijms-21-02898]\]. Nevertheless, killer function of DCs is poorly understood, thus raising many questions regarding its role in antitumor immune responses.

Since monocytes act as a natural pool of progenitor cells for DCs in pathology, a substantial proportion of DCs within tumor microenvironment is monocyte-derived. Conventional models for in vitro studies of such DCs are based on DC cultures generated from monocytes in the presence of GM-CSF and IL-4 (IL-4-DCs) \[[@B10-ijms-21-02898]\]. At the same time, an important role in the generation of monocyte-derived DCs is played by type I interferons, especially IFNα, which is produced by most cells in response to inflammatory stimuli and functions as a danger signal \[[@B11-ijms-21-02898]\]. IFNα is able to trigger rapid differentiation of circulating monocytes into DCs \[[@B12-ijms-21-02898]\]. Moreover, IFNα itself and IFNα-activated transcription factors (STAT1, IRF7, ISGF3, etc.) regulate not only most genes involved in DC differentiation \[[@B12-ijms-21-02898]\], but also genes encoding cytotoxic molecules (TRAIL, perforin and granzymes) \[[@B5-ijms-21-02898]\]. DCs differentiated in the presence of IFNα (IFN-DCs) represent a unique DC population, which differ from IL-4-DCs in possessing a more pronounced antigen-presenting ability, higher migration activity, and a more stable phenotype \[[@B13-ijms-21-02898],[@B14-ijms-21-02898],[@B15-ijms-21-02898],[@B16-ijms-21-02898]\]. In addition, IFN-DCs exhibit cytotoxic activity against various tumor cell lines, express a wide range of cytotoxic ligands (TNFα, TRAIL, FasL, perforin), and also secrete granzyme B, which is barely produced by IL-4-DCs \[[@B5-ijms-21-02898],[@B9-ijms-21-02898]\].

During tumor growth, functional DC activity is often impaired, which reduces the efficiency of antitumor immune responses. Our previous studies showed that IFN-DCs from patients with high-grade gliomas (glioblastoma multiforme) in contrast to DCs derived from patients with low-grade gliomas are characterized by impaired TNFα/TNF-R-dependent cytotoxicity. This defect manifests itself in the reduced ability of IFN-DCs to lyse HEp-2 laryngeal carcinoma cells (which are selectively sensitive to TNFα/TNF-R1-mediated lysis), and this defect has been shown to be associated with low expression levels characteristic of the membrane form of TNFα (mTNFα) present on patient-derived DCs \[[@B17-ijms-21-02898],[@B18-ijms-21-02898]\].

Taking into account that glioblastoma multiforme is characterized by an extremely unfavorable prognosis, even when intensive radiation and chemotherapy are used \[[@B19-ijms-21-02898]\], one can assume that an impaired effector DC function could be one of the reasons for the aggressive tumor behavior. However, sensitivity of glioblastoma cells to DC-mediated cytotoxic activity remains poorly understood. In general, we envisage that the development of possible methods for regulating DC cytotoxic activity would be of great clinical interest. Indeed, the enhancement of DC-mediated cytotoxicity or obtaining DCs with high cytotoxic potential could constitute novel approaches in antitumor immunotherapy.

In the present study, we evaluate cytotoxic activity of IFNα-induced dendritic cells against glioblastoma cell lines obtained from primary tumor cell cultures, and investigated the mechanisms underlying DC-mediated glioblastoma cell lysis. The data obtained revealed a defect in TNFα/TNF-R1-dependent DC cytotoxicity against autologous tumor cells in glioblastoma patients. Therefore, we also elucidated molecular mechanisms of impaired cytotoxicity, as well as analyzed approaches to enhance effector DC functions.

2. Results {#sec2-ijms-21-02898}
==========

2.1. Glioblastoma Cell Lines Derived from Primary Tumor Cultures and Immortalized U87 Cell Line Differ in the Expression of TNF-Family Death Receptors {#sec2dot1-ijms-21-02898}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used short-term cell lines obtained from primary glioblastoma cell cultures as a model for studying a cytotoxic potential of IFN-DCs. This approach allowed us to increase the number of tumor cells after several passages, as well as to obtain morphologically homogeneous cell populations. A standard immortalized U87 glioblastoma cell line served as a control culture in various series of experiments.

The particular glioblastoma cell lines studied here differed morphologically, but in general exhibited features characteristic of U87 cells ([Figure 1](#ijms-21-02898-f001){ref-type="fig"}a).

Glioblastoma cell lines had high proliferative activity, which remained at the same level during subsequent passages ([Figure 1](#ijms-21-02898-f001){ref-type="fig"}b). Proliferative activity (the relative number of Ki-67^+^ cells) ranged from 4.4% to 88.7% depending on a specific cell line (mean, 40.0% ± 21.2%). For some cell lines, this parameter even exceeded the level of U87 cell line proliferation (\>43.0%).

We have previously shown that glioblastoma cells express both types of TNFα receptor: TNF-R1 and TNF-R2 \[[@B20-ijms-21-02898]\]. Moreover, TNF-R2 receptor, which lacks death domain (DD) \[[@B21-ijms-21-02898]\], was expressed on glioblastoma cells to a lesser extent than DD-containing TNF-R1 receptor.

As shown in [Figure 1](#ijms-21-02898-f001){ref-type="fig"}, glioblastoma cells also expressed other TNF-family receptors containing DD domain (TRAIL-R and Fas receptors). Glioblastoma cell lines were characterized by high expression levels of TRAIL-R2 (mean, 54.8% ± 18.8%; [Figure 1](#ijms-21-02898-f001){ref-type="fig"}c). Only one tumor cell line was found to be TRAIL-R2-negative. In all other cases, the ratio of TRAIL-R2^+^ cells in short-term glioblastoma cell lines studied varied from 22.0% to 95.0% depending on the cell line. U87 glioblastoma cells considered to be sensitive to TRAIL-mediated lysis \[[@B22-ijms-21-02898]\] expressed TRAIL-R2 at a lower level than several non-immortalized glioblastoma cell lines.

Glioblastoma cells were also characterized by lower frequency of Fas receptor expression (mean frequency, 19.6 ± 8.1%; [Figure 1](#ijms-21-02898-f001){ref-type="fig"}d), than U87 cells (mean frequency, 36.0% ± 4.0%).

Thus, the presence of proapoptogenic receptors on primary glioblastoma culture-derived tumor cells indicates possible sensitivity of glioblastoma cells to receptor-mediated lysis. Furthermore, individual differences observed in the expression levels of the receptors studied here in glioblastoma cell lines obtained from different patients can determine different sensitivity levels of tumor cells to apoptosis.

2.2. Glioblastoma Cell Lines Are Sensitive to the Cytotoxic Effect of Donor IFN-DCs via an Apoptosis Induction Mechanism {#sec2dot2-ijms-21-02898}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As shown in [Figure 2](#ijms-21-02898-f002){ref-type="fig"}a, IFN-DCs derived from healthy donors lysed all 13 glioblastoma cell lines tested. Depending on the cell line, IFN-DC cytotoxicity values varied from 20% to 85%, which reflected individual differences in the sensitivity of glioblastoma cell lines to killing. In most cell lines (9 of 13), donor DCs had a pronounced ability to lyse glioblastoma cells (cytotoxicity \> 40%). Moreover, cytotoxic activity of IFN-DCs against many glioblastoma cell lines was higher than that observed against immortalized U87 cells.

Unlike DCs, donor IFN-DC supernatants (at 25% concentration, *v*/*v*) possessed a weak cytotoxic activity (≤12%) against glioblastoma cell lines, and in addition IFN-DC supernatants did not lyse U87 cells (data not shown). Thus, direct contact between DCs and tumor cells was required to trigger IFN-DC cytotoxic activity against glioblastoma cells.

Co-cultivation of glioblastoma cells pre-labeled with vital dye CFSE and donor IFN-DCs ([Figure 2](#ijms-21-02898-f002){ref-type="fig"}b) lead to a marked increase in the relative number of Annexin V^+^ cells, mainly due to early apoptosis (Annexin V^+^ PI^−^). Thus, the cytotoxic effect of donor DCs was mediated via induction of apoptosis in glioblastoma cells.

2.3. Granule-Mediated and TNFα/TNF-R1-Dependent Lysis are the Predominant Mechanisms of IFN-DC Cytotoxicity against Glioblastoma Cell Lines Derived from Primary Tumor Cultures {#sec2dot3-ijms-21-02898}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we addressed the role of individual death receptor-mediated mechanisms underlying the cytotoxic effect of IFN-DCs. To this end, we performed a series of experiments involving inhibition of TNFα, FasL and TRAIL ligands by pretreating donor IFN-DCs with soluble rTNF-R1, rFas and rTRAIL-R2 receptors ([Figure 2](#ijms-21-02898-f002){ref-type="fig"}c--e). The strongest inhibitory effect was observed when IFN-DCs were treated with the soluble rTNF-R1 receptor. Thus, inhibition of TNFα/TNF-R1-dependent pathway ([Figure 2](#ijms-21-02898-f002){ref-type="fig"}c) reduced donor DC cytotoxic activity in 6 of 8 cell lines tested (median suppression value, 33%). However, no decrease in DC cytotoxicity was observed after treating two glioblastoma cell lines (GB\#10 and GB\#13) and U87 cells with rTNF-R1, which indicated that these cell lines were resistant to TNFα-dependent lysis.

Inhibition of FasL/Fas-dependent pathway ([Figure 2](#ijms-21-02898-f002){ref-type="fig"}d) reduced donor DC cytotoxic activity against 3 of 6 cell lines tested (GB\#7, GB\#11 and GB\#12). Median inhibitory effect of rFas on sensitive cells was 19.6%. The inhibitory effect of rFas on DC cytotoxicity was also observed in U87 cell cultures, which is consistent with the literature data on sensitivity of this cell line to FasL-dependent apoptosis \[[@B22-ijms-21-02898]\].

Similar results were also obtained when inhibiting a TRAIL-dependent pathway. Reduced cytotoxic activity upon treatment of IFN-DCs with soluble rTRAIL-R2 receptor ([Figure 2](#ijms-21-02898-f002){ref-type="fig"}e) was also detected only in 3 of 6 glioblastoma cell lines tested (GB\#7, GB\#10 and GB\#11) (median suppression, 21.0%) and in U87 cell line, which has been reported to belong to a group of TRAIL-sensitive tumor cells \[[@B22-ijms-21-02898]\].

Since inhibition of death receptor-mediated signaling pathways either partially neutralized the cytotoxic effect of donor IFN-DCs or did not affect this function at all, we studied possible involvement of a perforin/granzyme B-mediated mechanism in the cytotoxic activity of IFN-DCs against glioblastoma cells. For this purpose, donor DCs were pretreated with concanamycin A (CMA), which is a specific inhibitor of vacuolar H^+^-ATPase. CMA is known to facilitate pH neutralization in lytic granules ultimately leading to perforin inactivation \[[@B23-ijms-21-02898],[@B24-ijms-21-02898]\]. Treatment of DCs with concanamycin A ([Figure 2](#ijms-21-02898-f002){ref-type="fig"}f) reduced DCs cytotoxic activity against all cell lines tested (median inhibitory effect, 37%), as well as against U87 cells (median inhibitory effect, 27.3%).

We confirmed the involvement of a granule-mediated mechanism in IFN-DC cytotoxic activity against glioblastoma cell lines in DC degranulation experiments. Indeed, co-culturing donor IFN-DCs with glioblastoma cells ([Figure 2](#ijms-21-02898-f002){ref-type="fig"}g) resulted in more than a 3-fold increase in the number of DCs expressing CD107a (CD107a^+^CFSE^+^ cells), which represents a lytic granule membrane marker.

Thus, granule-mediated and TNFα/TNF-R1-dependent pathways are the main mechanisms underlying IFN-DC cytotoxic activity against most short-term glioblastoma cell lines obtained ([Figure 2](#ijms-21-02898-f002){ref-type="fig"}h), while FasL/Fas- and TRAIL/TRAIL-R2-dependent pathways are not critical, thus making a significantly smaller contribution to donor IFN-DC-mediated cytotoxic activity against glioblastoma cells.

Importantly, no correlation was observed between the level of the inhibitory effect mediated by neutralizing molecules studied and the expression of the corresponding receptors on tumor cells. Thus, differences in the sensitivity of tumor cells to death receptor-mediated lysis are not entirely related to the expression characteristics of these receptors. Moreover, the data obtained indicates that despite a similar histogenetic origin tumor cells from glioblastoma patients differ from immortalized U87 glioblastoma cells in their sensitivity to DC-mediated lysis and as far as particular pathways involved in this process.

2.4. Reduced Cytotoxic Activity of IFN-DCs from Glioblastoma Patients against Autologous and Allogeneic Glioblastoma Cells Sensitive to TNFα/TNF-R1-Mediated Lysis {#sec2dot4-ijms-21-02898}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IFN-DCs generated from monocytes of glioblastoma patients were characterized by phenotypic profiles with delay of cell differentiation but expressed equal level molecules involved in antigen presentation (HLA-DR, CD86) to donor IFN-DCs as shown in [Table 1](#ijms-21-02898-t001){ref-type="table"} which confirmed our previous findings \[[@B25-ijms-21-02898]\]. Compared to donor IFN-DCs, IFN-DCs from glioblastoma patients showed 30% lower cytotoxic activity towards the same glioblastoma cell lines (*p* = 0.05; [Figure 3](#ijms-21-02898-f003){ref-type="fig"}a).

In these experiments we tested DCs taken from 4--15 individuals against each cell line. Defective cytotoxic activity of IFN-DCs derived from glioblastoma patients against autologous tumor cells was observed only in the cell lines sensitive to TNFα/TNF-R1-mediated lysis ([Table 2](#ijms-21-02898-t002){ref-type="table"}). However, if cells were not sensitive to TNFα/TNF-R1-dependent signaling pathway (GB\#10, GB\#13), cytotoxic activity of IFN-DCs derived from patients was comparable with that of donor origin.

Similar results were obtained for the cytotoxic activity of allogeneic IFN-DCs from glioblastoma patients against tumor cell lines studied ([Figure 3](#ijms-21-02898-f003){ref-type="fig"}b). Only when glioblastoma cells were resistant to TNFα-mediated lysis (GB \#10), cytotoxic activities were the same for healthy donor-derived and patient-derived DCs. In all other cases, cytotoxicity of patient-derived DCs against allogeneic glioblastoma cell lines was lower, as compared that against the same tumor cells.

We found no correlations between cell line sensitivity to other TNFα/TNF-R1-independent mechanisms and defective cytotoxicity of patient DCs.

Thus, data obtained suggests that TNFα/TNF-R1-dependent mechanism plays an important role in DC-mediated cytotoxicity against autologous tumor cells and that defective TNFα-mediated DC cytotoxicity is responsible for reduced effector functions of patient IFN-DCs.

2.5. IFN-DCs from Glioblastoma Patients Do Not Differ from Donor IFN-DCs in the Molecular Expression Pattern of Intracellular Cytolytic Granules and Surface Ligands FasL and TRAIL {#sec2dot5-ijms-21-02898}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We have previously shown that IFN-DCs from glioblastoma patients are characterized by decreased expression of mTNFα, compared to donor IFN-DCs \[[@B18-ijms-21-02898]\]. Here, we show that expression of other molecules involved in DC cytotoxic activity in glioblastoma patients is preserved. Thus, IFN-DCs from glioblastoma patients were comparable with donor IFN-DCs in terms of certain intracellular molecule expression in cytolytic granules, such as perforin, granzyme B, CD107a ([Figure 3](#ijms-21-02898-f003){ref-type="fig"}d), as well as surface molecules FasL and TRAIL ([Figure 3](#ijms-21-02898-f003){ref-type="fig"}c).

Hence, reduced mTNFα expression on IFN-DCs from glioblastoma patients could be a key factor responsible for the impaired cytotoxic DC function against tumor cells sensitive to TNFα/TNF-R1-dependent lysis. At the same time, the preserved expression of other ligands, mainly perforin and granzyme B, allows DCs from glioblastoma patients to lyse tumor cells, although at a lower level compared to the donor IFN-DCs.

2.6. Decreased Cytotoxicity of IFN-DCs from Glioblastoma Patients Is Associated with Low TNFα mRNA Levels and High TACE/ADAM-17 Activity {#sec2dot6-ijms-21-02898}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we studied possible causes of mTNFα expression impairment ultimately leading to a selective defect in TNFα-mediated cytotoxic function of IFN-DCs from patients with high-grade gliomas against autologous tumor cells. IFN-DCs from glioblastoma patients were characterized by more than a twofold decrease in TNFα mRNA levels in comparison with donor IFN-DCs (Me 2^−ΔΔ*C*t^ = 0.35; *p* = 0.05; [Figure 4](#ijms-21-02898-f004){ref-type="fig"}a).

mTNFα expression also depends on the intensity of shedding and activity of a TNFα-converting enzyme (TACE/ADAM-17), which cleaves the extracellular part of mTNFα and converts it into biologically active secreted form of TNFα (sTNFα) \[[@B26-ijms-21-02898]\]. Prior to comparing the expression of TACE/ADAM-17 in DCs from healthy donors and patients, we determined optimal checkpoints of enzyme detection in response to LPS stimulation ([Figure 4](#ijms-21-02898-f004){ref-type="fig"}b). An abrupt decrease in TACE/ADAM-17 levels was observed within the first 60 min after LPS was added to donor IFN-DC cultures. Subsequently, TACE/ADAM-17 expression levels increased reaching its maximum 2 h after stimulation initiation and then remained detectable up to 24 h of cultivation, followed by a gradual decrease. Based on the data obtained, we performed comparative analysis of TACE/ADAM-17 expression on IFN-DCs from healthy donors and glioblastoma patients 2 h after LPS treatment. [Figure 4](#ijms-21-02898-f004){ref-type="fig"}c shows that intact (LPS-unstimulated) DCs from patients were characterized by more pronounced expression of TACE/ADAM-17 enzyme, than donor DCs (*p* = 0.17). Moreover, TACE/ADAM-17 expression levels in LPS-stimulated DC cultures originated from patients were more than twofold higher, than healthy donor-derived DC (*p* = 0.035).

Maximum TACE/ADAM-17 activity in donor IFN-DCs observed in response to LPS stimulation corresponded to the highest expression level of this enzyme detected 2-h after treatment (data not shown). Similarly to increased TACE/ADAM-17 expression, patient-derived DCs were also characterized by a higher activity of TACE/ADAM-17 before (*p* = 0.2) and after (*p* = 0.08) stimulation with LPS, than donor DCs ([Figure 4](#ijms-21-02898-f004){ref-type="fig"}d). LPS-stimulated IFN-DCs from glioblastoma patients were characterized by nearly a threefold greater activity of TACE/ADAM-17, than donor-derived IFN-DCs.

The results obtained indicate that low mTNFα expression levels observed on DCs derived from glioblastoma patients could be attributed not only to the impaired TNFα expression, but also could be caused by high expression and activity levels of TACE/ADAM-17 responsible for shedding mTNFα from the DC membrane.

2.7. rIL-2 and dsDNA Up-Regulate IFN-DC Cytotoxic Activity against Autologous Glioblastoma Cells via Various Mechanisms {#sec2dot7-ijms-21-02898}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We have previously shown that recombinant interleukin 2 (rIL-2) and human double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) enhanced the expression of mTNFα on IFN-DCs from glioblastoma patients \[[@B18-ijms-21-02898]\]. Our observations could be important for developing possible correction methods of impaired cytotoxic DC activity derived from glioblastoma patients against autologous tumor cells sensitive to TNFα/TNF-R1-dependent lysis.

Therefore, here we investigated the effects of rIL-2 and dsDNA as stimulators of cytotoxic activity of patient-derived DCs against glioblastoma cells. The stimulatory effect of rIL-2 and dsDNA on mTNFα expression was associated with an average of 1.5-fold increase in the cytotoxic activity of patient-derived IFN-DCs against autologous tumor cells ([Figure 5](#ijms-21-02898-f005){ref-type="fig"}).

Next, we studied the effect of rIL-2 and dsDNA at two potential levels of impaired regulation (transcriptional or post-translation) of mTNFα expression in patient-derived DCs ([Figure 6](#ijms-21-02898-f006){ref-type="fig"}a--c). Intact and rIL-2-treated IFN-DCs were characterized by an equally low level of TNFα mRNA expression ([Figure 6](#ijms-21-02898-f006){ref-type="fig"}a). In contrast to rIL-2, treatment of IFN-DC cultures with dsDNA increased TNFα mRNA expression in DCs (*p* = 0.05). In addition, dsDNA reduced TACE/ADAM-17 expression in patient-derived IFN-DCs and decreased its proteolytic activity by more than 20% ([Figure 6](#ijms-21-02898-f006){ref-type="fig"}b,c). We observed that rIL-2 did not affect TACE/ADAM-17 expression in IFN-DCs, altogether suggesting that rIL-2 and dsDNA regulate mTNFα expression through different mechanisms.

We also assessed a potential effect of rIL-2 and dsDNA on expression of other cytotoxic ligands involved in the cytotoxic DC activity against glioblastoma cells. Activation of IFN-DCs derived from glioblastoma patients with rIL-2 and dsDNA increased the expression of TNF-family mediators of receptor-dependent cytotoxicity (FasL and TRAIL), as well as granule-dependent cytotoxicity ([Figure 6](#ijms-21-02898-f006){ref-type="fig"}d). Interestingly, treatment with rIL-2 caused statistically significant increase in perforin expression and dsDNA---in both perforin and granzyme B expression.

3. Discussion {#sec3-ijms-21-02898}
=============

In this study, we have shown for the first time that IFNα-induced monocyte-derived DCs can act as effector cells and lyse glioblastoma cells obtained from primary tumor cultures. There is evidence to suggest that glioblastoma cells have low sensitivity to NK-mediated lysis. Indeed, glioblastoma cells express ligands of inhibitory NK cell receptors on their surface, while ligands of activating NK cell receptors are expressed at low levels \[[@B27-ijms-21-02898],[@B28-ijms-21-02898],[@B29-ijms-21-02898]\]. In this study, cell lines obtained from primary glioblastoma cultures displayed various sensitivity to the cytotoxic effect of IFN-DCs, which generally reflects individual heterogeneity of glioblastoma. However, in most cases donor IFN-DCs showed an appreciably high level of cytotoxicity (\>40%) against glioblastoma cells.

According to our observations on the expression patterns of death domain-containing TNF receptors on glioblastoma cell lines, the cytotoxic effect of IFN-DCs towards glioblastoma cell lines obtained from primary cultures can be mediated via external receptor-dependent apoptosis mechanisms. Data on the expression of TNF-R, TRAIL-R1/2 and Fas receptors on permanent human glioblastoma cell lines (SF-126, SF-188, U-138MG, LN235, etc.) and freshly isolated glioblastoma cells was reported previously \[[@B30-ijms-21-02898],[@B31-ijms-21-02898],[@B32-ijms-21-02898]\]. However, our findings differ from the results of these studies, which demonstrated direct correlation between the sensitivity of glioblastoma cells to receptor-mediated mechanisms of apoptosis and the expression of the corresponding receptors \[[@B32-ijms-21-02898],[@B33-ijms-21-02898]\]. In contrast to these observations, we found no correlation between the expression of TNFα, FasL and TRAIL receptors on tumor cells and the inhibitory effect of soluble receptors for these ligands. Hence, TNF-R, Fas and TRAIL-R receptors can not only be involved in apoptosis induction, but also in mediation of other effects, even serving as growth factors for glioblastoma cells \[[@B34-ijms-21-02898]\].

In addition, we analyzed mediators of DC cytotoxic activity expressed on the cell surface of IFN-DCs. Thus, inhibition of cytotoxic ligands/mediators revealed that two main pathways underlie cytotoxic activity of donor IFN-DCs against most glioblastoma cells, i.e., granule-dependent and TNFα/TNF-R1-dependent pathways.

Granule-mediated cytotoxicity can play an important role in antitumor immunity in brain glioma tumors, owing to the fact that glioma cell lines can be resistant to death receptor-mediated apoptosis \[[@B35-ijms-21-02898],[@B36-ijms-21-02898]\].

An important observation was made in the present study in that among the receptor-mediated pathways studied it was TNFα/TNF-R1-dependent mechanism that was involved in the vast majority of cases in lysis of glioblastoma cells by dendritic cells. Hence, this mechanism makes a significant contribution to the cytotoxic potential of IFN-DCs. IFN-DCs from glioblastoma patients were characterized by reduced cytotoxic activity against autologous tumor cells. Interestingly, the level of reduction in most cases corresponded to the intensity of rTNF-R1-mediated inhibitory effect, i.e., accounted for a fraction of the total cytotoxic potential mediated by TNFα/TNF-R1-dependent mechanism. We envisage that low mTNFα expression levels on IFN-DCs derived from glioblastoma patients reported in our previous study \[[@B18-ijms-21-02898]\] could be a putative key factor contributing to the impairment of the cytotoxic DC activity against autologous tumor cells.

However, we observed the absence of total cytotoxic activity suppression against autologous tumor cells due to the impaired mTNFα expression, as evidenced by the expression of other mediators (perforin, granzyme B, FasL and TRAIL) in glioblastoma patient-derived IFN-DCs cultures was preserved at the levels comparable with that of donor IFN-DCs. Meanwhile, we cannot rule out the involvement of other receptor- and granule-independent mechanisms of DC cytotoxicity.

An important conclusion of this study could be drawn with regard to the immortalized U87 cell line, which differs from most non-immortalized glioblastoma cell lines in terms of its sensitivity to IFN-DC-mediated cytotoxic effect and lysis mechanisms involved. In particular, this cell line is resistant to TNFα/TNF-R1-mediated DC cytotoxicity. We have previously shown that IFN-DCs derived from patients with high-grade gliomas are comparable to healthy donor-derived IFN-DCs in terms of cytotoxic activity against U87 cells \[[@B17-ijms-21-02898]\]. These results suggest that U87 cells are not an adequate analog of glioblastoma cells as an in vitro model and hence cannot be used as an optimal model for studying immune mechanisms of antitumor defense, as well as for developing novel antitumor drugs.

According to our data, reduced cytotoxic activity of glioblastoma patient-derived DCs was associated with low TNFα mRNA levels. According to S. Hira et al., DCs derived from patients with myeloid leukemia were also characterized by low cytotoxic activity against TNFα-sensitive tumor targets due to low *TNFα* gene expression in DCs \[[@B4-ijms-21-02898]\]. Therefore, our results provide additional confirmation of the impaired TNFα-mediated cytotoxic activity of DCs in patients with malignant tumors.

In this study, we analyzed mTNFα expression regulation both at the transcriptional and post-translational levels to demonstrate for the first-time high expression and activity of TACE/ADAM-17 in IFN-DCs from glioblastoma patients. Similar changes in TACE/ADAM-17 activity were also found in high-grade glioma cells being associated with tumor progression and poor prognosis \[[@B37-ijms-21-02898]\]. Our data indicate that TACE/ADAM-17 activity changes in patients with high-grade gliomas not only in tumor cells, but also in immune cells. This systemic impairment of the enzyme activity may be caused by tumor cells and soluble mediators secreted therefrom affecting functional activity of DCs and/or their monocyte precursors. In this case, high activity of TACE/ADAM-17 in DCs can also promote tumor growth via inhibition of the cytotoxic DC activity by way of decreasing mTNFα levels. However, inhibition of TACE/ADAM-17 reduces mTNFα shedding on IFN-DC membranes and enhances the cytotoxic DC activity against TNFα/TNF-R1-sensitive tumor cells \[[@B18-ijms-21-02898]\].

Increased mTNFα levels \[[@B18-ijms-21-02898]\] along with enhanced cytotoxic activity of IFN-DCs from glioblastoma patients against autologous tumor cells after treatment with rIL-2 and dsDNA position these mediators as activators of the mTNFα-mediated cytotoxic effect. Despite a similar downstream stimulatory effect, rIL-2 and dsDNA have different mechanisms of action on mTNFα expression by DCs. The stimulatory effect of dsDNA on DCs is associated with an increase from the baseline low TNFα mRNA levels, as well as with a reduction from the baseline high TACE/ADAM-17 enzyme levels and activity. On the contrary, the effect of rIL-2 is not associated with a significant increase in the TNFα mRNA level and concomitant suppression of TACE/ADAM-17 activity, which indicates the involvement of other mechanisms regulating mTNFα levels. IL-2 is known to have a pleiotropic effect on immune cells, which is mediated through a specific cellular receptor, IL-2R \[[@B38-ijms-21-02898]\]. Previously, we demonstrated that IFN-DCs express a high affinity IL-2 receptor, CD25 \[[@B25-ijms-21-02898]\]. These findings suggested that IFN-DCs are likely to be sensitive to modulating effect of IL-2. TNFα synthesis is known to be regulated by various protein kinases (protein kinase C, p38 MAP kinase), which ensure TNFα mRNA stability \[[@B39-ijms-21-02898],[@B40-ijms-21-02898]\]. Notably, IL-2 is a positive regulator of these kinases in activated cells of the immune system \[[@B41-ijms-21-02898],[@B42-ijms-21-02898],[@B43-ijms-21-02898]\]. Therefore, it can be suggested that the effect of rIL-2 on TNFα expression in IFN-DCs from glioblastoma patients is implemented at the post-transcriptional level via a protein kinase-dependent mechanism.

The mechanism of dsDNA action on DCs remains unclear. It was shown that upon entry into IFN-DC cytosol, the exogenous dsDNA is almost immediately transported to the nucleus \[[@B44-ijms-21-02898]\]. Nuclear accumulation of dsDNA in IFN-DCs is likely to ensure direct activation of expression of various genes, including *TNFα*, while the effect on TACE/ADAM-17 could be indirect via targeting regulation of other molecules.

We demonstrated that administration of rIL-2 and dsDNA significantly increased the expression of perforin and granzyme B (dsDNA treatment), as well as tended to up-regulate FasL and TRAIL expression on patient-derived IFN-DCs. This data suggests that rIL-2 and dsDNA could be considered as activators of TNFα-independent cytotoxic activity of patient-derived IFN-DCs against autologous glioblastoma cells.

As far as study limitations are concerned, we did not use primary tumor cells but rather cell lines obtained from primary glioblastoma cultures as target cells to study sensitivity of glioblastoma to DC-mediated cytotoxic activity. Although specific properties of the tumor itself and inherent cellular relationships are retained in primary tumor cell cultures, cellular proliferation rate in such cultures is reduced, thus limiting the possibility of conducting some studies. Generation of cell lines from primary cultures allowed us to increase the number of tumor cells after several passages and obtain morphologically homogenous cell populations. In addition, glioblastoma is characterized by low mutational burden and low ability of neoantigen formation \[[@B45-ijms-21-02898]\], and these properties can be preserved in cell lines derived from primary glioblastoma cell cultures \[[@B46-ijms-21-02898]\].

Taken together, we conclude that the ability of DCs to lyse tumor cells is an important phenomenon. The data obtained characterized a direct cytotoxic effect of IFN-DCs on glioblastoma cells and demonstrated a selective (TNFα/TNF-R1-mediated) defect in this function in DCs derived from glioblastoma patients. We determined mechanism underlying reduction in DC-mediated cytotoxic potential in glioblastoma patients and identified targets of further studies focused on regulation of cytotoxic functions and the possibility of correcting cytotoxic properties of DCs in cancer patients. Generation of DCs that not only trigger immune responses, but also exhibit a high cytotoxic potential against tumor cells can potentially modify our clinical approaches to treatment and routes of administration of DC-based vaccines, as well as make it possible to achieve more positive clinical outcomes of immunotherapy. This study highlights the relevance of basic research in terms of improving our diagnostic and treatment potential (such as identification of suitable biomarkers, and attempts to formulate new pharmacological strategies \[[@B47-ijms-21-02898]\]) towards patients harboring high-grade gliomas, who face a challenging surgical management and a never ending course of adjuvant therapies. The cytotoxic activity of DCs essentially facilitate tumor antigen capture and its subsequent presentation to T-cells and may be used as therapeutic tool in boosting of the immune response aimed at eliminating tumor cells.

4. Materials and Methods {#sec4-ijms-21-02898}
========================

4.1. Patients {#sec4dot1-ijms-21-02898}
-------------

The study included 43 patients with glioblastoma multiforme (25 men and 18 women aged 23 to 75 years, median 54 years; 27 patients with newly diagnosed glioma and 16 patients with recurrent glioma) treated at the Department of Neurosurgery of Novosibirsk, Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics, in 2016--2019. The histological analysis of brain tumor tissues was performed according to the World Health Organization 2016 classification of tumors of the central nervous system. Ninety-seven age- and sex-matched healthy anonymous individuals were recruited as healthy controls. Informed consent was obtained from all patients and donors according to the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved by the local ethics committees of Institute of Fundamental and Clinical Immunology (protocol no. 28, dated 15 December 2015) and Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics (protocol no. 1, dated 11 January 2016).

4.2. Generation of DCs {#sec4dot2-ijms-21-02898}
----------------------

To generate DCs, plastic adherent mononuclear cells (predominantly monocytes ) isolated from peripheral blood by density gradient centrifugation using Ficoll-Paque (GE Healthcare, Freiburg, Germany) were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium (Sigma-Aldrich, Irvine, UK), supplemented with 0.3 mg/mL L-glutamine, 5 mM HEPES buffer, 100 µg/mL gentamicin and 2.5% fetal calf serum (FCS, Sigma-Aldrich) in the presence of rhGM-CSF (40 ng/mL, Sigma-Aldrich) and rhIFN-α (Roferon-A, 1000 U/mL, Roche, Switzerland) at 37 °C at 5% CO~2~ concentration for 4 days. DC maturation was induced by further exposure to a standard lipopolysaccharide concentration \[[@B48-ijms-21-02898]\] (10 µg/mL, LPS, *E. coli* O114: B4, Sigma-Aldrich, Jerusalem, Israel) for additional 24 h. The viability of DCs determined by Trypan blue exclusion was more than 93--95% in all cases. The phenotypic characteristics of donor-derived and patient-derived IFN-DCs are shown in [Table 1](#ijms-21-02898-t001){ref-type="table"}.

In some series of experiments, recombinant human interleukin-2 (rIL-2, 50 U/mL) and double-stranded human DNA (dsDNA) (5 μg/mL) were added concomitantly with LPS to cell cultures of patient DCs. Double-stranded DNA was obtained as described in previous reports \[[@B49-ijms-21-02898]\]. Briefly, human DNA was isolated from placentas of healthy women using a phenol-free method. DNA was fragmented in an ultrasonic disintegrator at a frequency of 22 kHz to obtain a mixture of DNA fragments with a size of 200 to 6000 bp. DNA preparations were dissolved in saline and stored at −20 °C.

4.3. Tumor Cell Lines {#sec4dot3-ijms-21-02898}
---------------------

Primary glioblastoma cell cultures were obtained by mechanical and enzymatic (0.3% collagenase, Sigma-Aldrich, Rehovot, Israel) disaggregation of tumor issues derived from patients with histologically verified glioblastoma multiforme (Grade IV, *n* = 13). Cell suspensions were cultured in DMEM/F12 medium (Gibco, Paisley, UK) supplemented with 0.3 mg/mL *L*-glutamine, 5 mM HEPES buffer, 10^−4^ M mercaptoethanol, 100 µg/mL gentamicin and 10% FBS. Cells were refreshed with new culture medium twice a week and maintained at 37 °C in an 5% CO~2~ incubator. Primary cell cultures were passaged upon reaching cellular subconfluence (70--80%) using 0.25% trypsin/EDTA (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Cells were further cultured as cell lines (*n* = 13) in complete culture medium. The passage number for cell lines derived from primary tumor cell cultures ranged from two to five.

Immortalized human glioblastoma U-87 cell line was obtained from Dr. Shilov (Federal Research Center Institute of Cytology and Genetics of Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences) and cultured in αMEM medium (Gibco, Paisley, UK) supplemented with 100 µg/mL gentamicin and 10% FBS.

4.4. Flow Cytometry Analysis {#sec4dot4-ijms-21-02898}
----------------------------

Phenotype of DCs was analyzed by flow cytometry based on expression of surface molecules using fluorochrome-conjugated mAbs (BD Pharmingen™, San Jose, CA USA; R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) specific for CD14 (FITC), CD83 (Pe), CD86 (FITC), HLA-DR (FITC), CCR7 (Pe), FasL (Pe), TRAIL (Pe), CD107a (APC) or TACE/ADAM-17 (APC). For intracellular molecule detection, IFN-DCs were permeabilized using Fixation/permeabilization solution kit (BD Cytofix/Cytoperm™, San Jose, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer′s instructions and stained with anti-CD107a- (APC, BD Pharmingen™, USA), anti-granzyme B-(Pe, BD Pharmingen™, USA), anti-perforin (Pe, BioLegend, San Diego, CA, USA) mAbs. In each experiment, isotype-matched control monoclonal antibodies were included to determine non-specific background staining. Cells were analyzed by flow cytometry using BD FACSCalibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) and CellQuest analysis Program. A minimum of 10,000 events was collected from each cell sample.

Tumor cell phenotyping was performed by staining with anti-Fas (FITC) and anti-TRAIL-R2 (Pe) mAbs (BD Pharmingen™, USA) according to the standard procedure after the passage with 0.25% trypsin/EDTA. To assess proliferative activity of tumor cells, Pe-conjugated anti-Ki-67 mAbs (BD PharMingen, San Jose, CA, USA) and matched isotype control mAbs were used in combination with intracellular molecule staining.

4.5. MTT Assay {#sec4dot5-ijms-21-02898}
--------------

Glioblastoma cell lines derived from primary tumor cultures and U87 cell line (50 × 10^3^ cells/well) were cultured with LPS-stimulated donor IFN-DCs in 96-well flat-bottom plates at a ratio of 1:1 in triplicates. In some experiments, DCs were pre-incubated for 1 h with recombinant human TNFR1/TNFRSF1A Fc chimera protein (10 μg/mL, R & D Systems, USA), recombinant human rhFas/TNFRSF6/CD95 Fc chimera protein (10 μg/mL, R & D Systems, USA), recombinant human rhTRAIL R2/TNFRSF10B Fc chimera protein (10 μg/mL, R & D Systems, USA) or for 2 h with concanamicin A (100 nM, Sigma-Aldrich, Milano, Italy).

After 20 h incubation, MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide, Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA) solution (20 µL of 5 mg/mL stock) was added to each well, and the plates were incubated in the dark for 4 h at 37 °C. Then, the plates were centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 5 min, the medium was removed and dimethyl sulfoxide (150 µL, DMSO, MP Biomedicals, LLC, Illkirch Cedex, France) was added to each well to dissolve formazan crystals. Absorbance at 492 nm was measured using Multiwell spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific Multiskan FC, Vantaa, Finland). The percentage of cytotoxicity (%) was calculated using the following formula: \[1−(absorbance in experimental well with target and effector cells-background absorbance of effector cells/absorbance of untreated target cells)\] × 100.

4.6. Apoptosis Assay {#sec4dot6-ijms-21-02898}
--------------------

Glioblastoma cells stained with 5(6)-carboxyfluorescein diacetate N-succinimidyl ester (CFSE) fluorescent dye (2 μM; Molecular probes, Inc., Eugene, OR, USA) were incubated with IFN-DCs at a ratio DCs:tumor cells 10:1 for 18 h. Percentage of tumor cells apoptosis was measured using annexin V-APC apoptosis detection kit (BD Pharmingen™, USA). Briefly, cells were washed with PBS and labeled with APC-conjugated annexin V and propidium iodide (PI) for 15 min at room temperature, followed by analysis on a FACSCalibur flow cytometer. A minimum of 10,000 events within the CFSE-positive gate region were collected for each sample.

4.7. CD107a Degranulation Assay {#sec4dot7-ijms-21-02898}
-------------------------------

IFN-DCs were incubated with glioblastoma cells pre-stained with CFSE dye at an DC:tumor cell ratio of 10:1 for 18 h in the presence of APC-conjugated anti-human CD107a and monensin A (10 μM) (all BD Pharmingen™). After co-culture with target glioblastoma cells, DCs were washed and analyzed on a FACS Calibur flow cytometer using CellQuest analysis Program. The frequency of degranulating DCs were measured as CD107a^+^ DCs gated within CFSE-negative cells. A minimum of 10,000 events within the gate region were collected for each sample.

4.8. TNFa mRNA Expression Assay {#sec4dot8-ijms-21-02898}
-------------------------------

Total RNA preparation was isolated from IFN-DC samples of healthy donors and patients before and 2 h after LPS stimulation using a RIBO-sol-B commercial kit (FGNII CNIIE Rospotrebnadzor, Russia) according to the manufacturer's instructions. RNA was quantified using a Nanodrop ND-100 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies, Inc., USA). Reverse transcription reaction was performed on the mRNA template using a C1000™ Thermal Cycler (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA) and a MMLV RT kit (Eurogen, Moscow, Russia) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Primers were selected with the Vector NTI program and synthesized by the Biosset company. Sequences of the primers used in real-time quantitative PCR (for, stands for the forward primer, rev, the reverse primer): TNFα-for 5′-CCAATGGCGTGGAGCTGAGA-3′TNFα-rev 5′-TGATGGTGTGGGTGAGGAGCAC-3′RPLP0-for 5′-AGGCCTTCTTGGCTGATCCATCT-3′RPLP0-rev 5′-TATCCTCGTCCGACTCCTCCGA-3′.

Real-time PCR was performed in 96-well plates using SYBR® Green PCR Master Mix reagents on a ViiATM device (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Reaction conditions included initial denaturation (95 °C) and subsequent 40 replication cycles (95 °C 15 s, 58 °C 30 s and 72 °C 60 s). Each PCR product included triplets of the tested samples. The results of quantitative real-time PCR were analyzed using QuantStudioTM Real-Time PCR Software v1.1. mRNA level of *TNF*α gene was normalized to the large P0 subunit of the acidic ribosomal phosphorylated protein (RPLP0) with 2^−∆∆*C*t^ method. As a control group, IFN-DCs of healthy donors were used and the expression level of *TNF*α gene was taken as 1.

4.9. TNFα-Converting Enzyme (TACE/ADAM-17) Activity Assay {#sec4dot9-ijms-21-02898}
---------------------------------------------------------

To assess TACE/ADAM-17 enzyme activity in DCs in response to stimulus (LPS, rIL-2, dsDNA), a commercial SensoLyte®520 TACE activity assay kit (Anaspec, Inc, Fremont, CA, USA) was used, according to the manufacturer's instructions. Enzyme activity was measured judging by the intensity of fluorescence as detected by spectrofluorimetry. In parallel, protein concentration in the DC samples was determined by the Bradford method. The results were expressed in relative fluorescent units per 1 μg of protein in a given sample (RFU/μg protein).

4.10. Statistical Analysis {#sec4dot10-ijms-21-02898}
--------------------------

Statistical analysis was performed using Statistica 6.0 and GraphPad Prism 8.0 software. Data are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SE), as well as median (Me) and interquartile range (LQ--UQ, 25--75% quartile) for each group. Statistical differences were analyzed by Mann--Whitney *U* test or paired sign test. Correlations between variables were evaluated using Spearman rank correlation test. *p* value \< 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Heatmap analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 8.0 software.
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![Glioblastoma cell lines derived from primary tumor cell cultures. (**a**) Figures show representative phase contrast images (×250 magnification) of cell lines derived from two primary glioblastoma cell cultures after 2--3 passages (left and middle panels) and human glioblastoma U-87 cells (right panel). (**b**--**d**) Flow cytometry histograms representing the expression of Ki-67 and TNF-family receptors (TRAIL-R2, Fas; bold-line histograms) and matched isotype controls (gray-filled histograms) in 2 of 13 cell lines derived from primary glioblastoma cell cultures (GB\#6 and GB\#11) after 2--3 passages (left and middle panels) and in human glioblastoma U-87 cells (right panel).](ijms-21-02898-g001){#ijms-21-02898-f001}

![Cytotoxic activity of donor IFNα-induced DCs (IFN-DCs) against glioblastoma cell lines derived from primary tumor cell cultures. (**a**) Cytotoxic activity of healthy donor LPS-stimulated IFN-DCs against glioblastoma cell lines derived from primary tumor cell cultures (GB) is presented as mean (m ± SE; *n* = 3--15) or individual values (for GB\#1, GB\#2, GB\#4, GB\#5). (**b**) Percentages of Annexin V^+^ glioblastoma cells (GB\#6 is shown as a representative cell line) shown in 5(6)-carboxyfluorescein diacetate N-succinimidyl ester (CFSE)^+^ gate in the absence (control) and presence of donor IFN-DCs (+ IFN-DCs) after co-culturing for 18 h at a 10:1 ratio (DCs: GB cells). Flow cytometry histogram shows data from one of five representative experiment. (**c**--**f**) The effect of soluble recombinant human TNF RI/TNFRSF1A Fc chimera protein (rTNFR1; c), recombinant ruman Fas/TNFRSF6/CD95 Fc chimera protein (rFas; (**d**)), recombinant human TRAIL R2/TNFRSF10B Fc chimera protein (rTRAIL-R2; (**e**)) and concanamycin A (CMA) (**d**) on cytotoxic activity of donor IFN-DCs against glioblastoma cell lines is shown as mean (m ± SE; *n* = 3--7) or individual values (for GB\#9) in 24 h MTT-assay at a 1:1 ratio (effectors: target cells). (**g**) Flow cytometry dot plots represent two of four independent experiments; CD107a expression within CFSE-negative cell gate (IFN-DCs) is shown before and after co-culture with glioblastoma cell (GB\#6) for 18 h at a 10:1 ratio (DCs: GB cells). (**h**) Heat map shows an inhibitory effect (median, percent) of rTNF-R1, rFas, rTRAIL-R2 and CMA on donor IFN-DC cytotoxicity. The inhibitory effect was calculated as \[1-(DC~(LPS+inhibitor)~cytotoxicity/DC~LPS~ cytotoxicity)\] × 100%, where "inhibitor" indicates rTNF-R1, rFas, rTRAIL-R2 or CMA. Gray fields indicate that no analysis was performed. \* *p* \< 0.05 significant differences.](ijms-21-02898-g002){#ijms-21-02898-f002}

![Cytotoxic activity of glioblastoma patient-derived IFN-DCs. (**a**) Data of cytotoxic activity of glioblastoma patient IFN-DCs against autologous glioblastoma cell lines derived from primary tumor cultures (*n* = 8) is presented as box and whisker plots (minimum to maximum values; median with interquartile range). Cytotoxic activity of donor IFN-DCs (*n* = 25) was analyzed against the same cell lines. (**b**) Cytotoxic activity of donor and patient IFN-DCs against allogeneic glioblastoma cell lines derived from primary tumor cultures is shown as mean (m ± SE; *n* = 2--4 individual experiments for each cell lines). (**c**,**d**) Data on intracellular (**c**) and surface (**d**) molecule expression (% of cells stained positively) obtained by flow cytometry in IFN-DCs of donors (*n* = 7--15) and patients (*n* = 7--15) is presented as box and whisker plots (minimum to maximum values; median with interquartile range). \* *p* \< 0.05 significant differences.](ijms-21-02898-g003){#ijms-21-02898-f003}

![Expression of TNFα mRNA and a TNFα-converting enzyme in glioblastoma patient-derived IFN-DCs. (**a**) Relative levels of TNFα mRNA expression are presented as median values and interquartile range (LQ--UQ) normalized by a 2^−ΔΔ*C*t^ method using *RPLP0* reference gene in patient-derived IFN-DCs (*n* = 8); (**b**) TNFα-converting enzyme (TACE/ADAM-17) expression levels in unstimulated donor IFN-DCs and in response to LPS treatment are shown as mean values (m ± SE). Data were obtained from five independent experiments. (**c**) TACE/ADAM-17 expression on non-stimulated (0) and LPS-stimulated IFN-DCs derived from donors (*n* = 9) and patients (*n* = 8) are shown. (**d**) TACE/ADAM-17 enzyme activity in LPS-stimulated IFN-DCs from donors (*n* = 9) and patients (*n* = 8) are shown \* *p* \< 0.05 significant differences.](ijms-21-02898-g004){#ijms-21-02898-f004}

![The effect of recombinant interleukin 2 (rIL-2) and human double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) on the cytotoxic activity of glioblastoma patient-derived IFN-DCs. Data are presented as individual values of patient-derived IFN-DC cytotoxic activity after stimulation with rIL-2 (**a**) or dsDNA (**b**) against autologous glioblastoma cell lines using MTT-assay at a ratio of effectors (DCs): targets (tumor cells) of 1:1.](ijms-21-02898-g005){#ijms-21-02898-f005}

![Effect of rIL-2 and dsDNA on glioblastoma patient-derived IFN-DCs. Data are presented as box and whisker plots (minimum to maximum values; median with interquartile range) of (**a**) TNFα mRNA expression, *n* = 9, (**b**,**c**) TACE/ADAM-17 expression (b, *n* = 7) and activity (c, *n* = 8), (**d**) surface (FasL, TRAIL, *n* = 8) and intracellular (perforin, granzyme B, *n* = 7) molecule expression (percentage of positively stained cells) in cultures of LPS-stimulated IFN-DCs (control) and stimulated with rIL-2 (+ rIL-2) or dsDNA (+ dsDNA) glioblastoma patient-derived IFN-DCs. \* *p* \< 0.05 significant differences.](ijms-21-02898-g006){#ijms-21-02898-f006}

ijms-21-02898-t001_Table 1

###### 

The phenotypic characteristics of healthy donor and patient IFN-DCs.

  DC Marker   Donor IFN-DCs   Glioblastoma IFN-DCs   *p*
  ----------- --------------- ---------------------- -------
  CD14        15.0 ± 4.2      29.6 ± 8.0             0.032
  CD83        26.2 ± 7.1      19.7 ± 4.7             0.041
  HLA-DR      84.4 ± 4.6      83.5 ± 4.7             0.71
  CD86        78.0 ± 4.7      75.5 ± 14.3            0.53
  CCR7        12.7 ± 1.9      12.2 ± 1.1             0.66

LPS-stimulated IFN-DCs were analyzed by flow cytometry for expression of DC-related surface antigens. The relative percentage of positive cells (%) among the total DC population is given as mean ± SE. *p*-value indicates differences between the means.

ijms-21-02898-t002_Table 2

###### 

Cytotoxic activity of IFN-DCs against glioblastoma cells.

  Cell Line   Donor DCs (Me (LQ-UQ) (%)   Autologous Patient DCs (%)   Impairment Index of Cytotoxicity of Patient IFN-DCs (%)   the Involvement of TNFα/TNF-R1-Signaling Pathway (Me, %)
  ----------- --------------------------- ---------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------
  GB\#6       45.4 (41--55)               22.7                         50.0                                                      11
  GB\#7       69.8 (63.4--76.2)           46.6                         33.2                                                      40.1
  GB\#8       36.9 (23.6--49.5)           27.6                         25.2                                                      24.2
  GB\#9       46.8 (34.8--58.7)           37.5                         19.9                                                      17.5
  GB\#10      29.1 (23.0--43.5)           32.7                         0                                                         0
  GB\#11      47.2 (40.0--50.7)           27.8                         41.1                                                      27.7
  GB\#12      45.5 (37.3--49.4)           24.8                         45.5                                                      23.2
  GB\#13      60.8 (58.2--63.3)           75.9                         0                                                         0

Median (Me) and interquartile range (LQ-UQ) of cytotoxic activity (%) of donor IFN-DCs, and individual values of cytotoxic activity (%) of patient-derived IFN-DCs against glioblastoma cell lines (GB) are presented. Medians of cytotoxic activity impairment of patient-derived IFN-DC towards glioblastoma cell lines are calculated as: \[1-(cytotoxicity of DC~patient~/Me cytotoxicity of DC~donor~)\] × 100%. The involvement of TNFα/TNF-R1-signaling pathway (right column) represents a blocking effect of rTNF-R1 on donor DC cytotoxicity, calculated as: \[1-(cytotoxicity of DC~+rTNF-R1~/cytotoxicity of DC~control~)\] × 100%.
